TAP INTO BETTER MEETINGS

Simplify meetings and seamlessly connect1 with remote teams with Logitech Tap powered by the HP Elite Slice G2—Partner Ready with Microsoft Teams Rooms. With stress-free set-up and intuitive user operation, it’s easy to manage, secure and deploy your meeting room system.

Enjoy on-demand calling, flexible accessibility, easily add attendees and share content with one touch on the Center of Room Control with Logitech Tap.

The bundle includes Logitech Tap and the HP Elite Slice G2—Partner Ready with Microsoft Teams Rooms. Logitech MeetUp or Rally cameras and speakers enhance your conferencing experience by adding crisp, clear audio and video.

THE HP ELITE SLICE G2 - PARTNER READY. SELF-HEALING SAFEGUARD.

Equipped with HP Sure Start Gen 3, the HP Elite Slice G2—Partner Ready with Microsoft Teams Rooms automatically recovers the BIOS from malware, rootkits or corruption to help increase security, minimize downtime and prevent breaches.

The port cover and optional HP Keyed Cable Lock 10mm help secure your system in the conference room and prevent tampering with your device.

BASE BUNDLE

PART # TAPMSTBASEHP
INCLUDES:

- Logitech Tap Touch Controller
- HP Elite Slice G2 - Partner Ready
- Pre-configured for Microsoft Teams Room4
- Intel 9th Gen Intel® Core i5-9600T Processor4
- USB Strong Cable
- PC Mount
- 90 days of JumpStart Support

JumpStart Support

Microsoft Tap bundles include Logitech JumpStart, which helps customers deploy Microsoft Teams Room System.

For 90 days from the date of purchase, you have access to configuration and support resources to assist with system, software, and security configuration.

---

1 Internet connection required and sold separately.
2 Available on HP Elite products equipped with Intel® 7th generation processors.
3 Sold separately or as an optional feature.
4 Processors and Memory Dependent on Teams configurations
5 Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and clock frequency will vary depending on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s numbering, branding and/or naming is not a measurement of higher performance.
LOGITECH ROOM SOLUTIONS
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS POWERED BY HP

HUDDLE ROOM SOLUTION

MEETUP
PART # TAPMUPMSTHPI
Multiple HD resolutions up to Ultra 4K. Super-wide 120º field of view enables everyone in the room to be seen. Includes RF Remote and free remote app on Google Play and iTunes.

INCLUDES:
- Base Bundle
- MeetUp

MEDIUM ROOM SOLUTION

RALLY
PART # TAPRALMSTHPI
Studio-quality video and unmatched voice clarity combine with RightSense™ proactive technologies for smart camera control.

INCLUDES:
- Base Bundle
- Rally

LARGE ROOM SOLUTION

RALLY PLUS
PART # TAPRAPMSTHPI
Rally Plus adds a second speaker and a second mic pod for expanded room configuration options.

INCLUDES:
- Base Bundle
- Rally Plus

ACCESSORIES

MEETUP EXPANSION MIC
Provides a 14’ diameter of total acoustic range when mic is connected to MeetUp

MEETUP TV MOUNT AND XL TV MOUNT
Above or below monitor mounting for MeetUp
Works with all VESA patterns

RALLYMIC POD
15’ diameter acoustic range per mic pod
Extend and connect up to 7 mic pods

MIC POD HUB
Provides flexible microphone placement with a clean look in any conference room

RALLY SPEAKER
Second speaker for Logitech Rally

RALLY MOUNTING KIT
Complete mounting kit for Rally and Rally Plus

RALLY MIC POD MOUNT
Table mount for Rally Mic Pod

SWYTCH
Connect a laptop to a room system’s AV equipment for use with any video meeting or webinar.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.logitech.com/tap

www.logitech.com/vc
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